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1. Introduction. Recently H. Attouch has showed in his treatise
[1] that it is possible to compute a magnitude effect of many tiny holes, of
which shapes are not spherical in general, to the potential term of the
Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian, using the notion of capacity. Here
we show that the method in [1] can be extended to a different type of bound-
ary conditions, nonlinear boundary conditions, by replacing capacity by a
different class of magnitude. This paper is a generalization and an im-
provement of the work [5].

Let F( 0) be a closed subset of R, N>__ 3, with non-empty interior and
its diameter 2. Let R be divided into cubes C of volume e and x the
center of C, ieN. We set F=x+rF with small r0. Let /2 be a
bounded domain of R with smooth boundary F. From/2 we remove all
holes F such that dist (F, F)_>_e and obtain/2,. We assume that the com-
plement cF of F consists of an unbounded component and has a smooth
boundary. We consider the following monotone boundary value problem
(cf. [3])" for f e L() find u e H() such that-- =f a.e. in ,
( +

( 3,
fl(u)=0 a.e. on

where 3/3, denotes the outward normal derivative on 39 and is a func-
tion" RR defined by (i) fl(r)=(r+c)/L, r--c, (ii) fl(r)=0, ]c,
(iii) fl(r)=(r--c)/L, rc. The problem (1) admits a unique slution
u e H(9) (cf. also [3]). We consider the behavior of u under the condition

(2) supL, c0, r0 and n,
where, n denotes the number of holes o

We introduce a class of magnitude on a closed set F, determine by
the shape of 3F and a sequence {r, fl} by
( 3 C=lim y(R, r),

R
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where B--{x e R" ]x]R} and W,=(v
show that the value C is well defined under the conditig

(5) L/rq as r9,


